Focus 1 How will maths be integrated
into your topic?

Our value of the term is:






Respect

Can they place periods of
history on a timeline
showing periods of time?

Begin to build up a
picture of main events
in Britain.

Can they respond
imaginatively to a range of
stimuli related to character
and narrative?

Can they research a
specific event from
the past?

Can they use their mathematical
knowledge to work out how long
ago events would have happened?

Create a timeline of the
main events of the Roman
Empire.

Can they use
ceramic mosaic?

Can they experiment
using different colours?

Can they add onto their work
to create texture and
shape?

Show that the
design meets a
range of
requirements.

Do they appreciate that weapons will have
changed by the developments and
inventions that would have occurred within
a given time period?

Design and make a Roman
helmet using card and
papier-mâché.

Can they show
sensitivity to the
dance idea and the
accompaniment?

To create a dance
showing a battle
between the Romans
and Celts.

Do they use simple motifs and
movement patterns to
structure dance phrases on
their own, with a partner
and in a group?

Timelines.
Roman Numerals.
Terms for measuring time.
Word problems

The Roman Empire.

Do they experiment
with and combine
materials and
processes to design
and make 3D form?

Can they perform
dances clearly and
fluently?

Can they work with
life size
materials?

Do they know that people who lived in
the past cooked and travelled
differently and used different weapons
from ours?

To design and create
a Roman mosaic using
ceramic tiles.

Can they explain art from
other periods of history?

To prepare a Roman
meal.

Can they explore
work from other
periods of time?

Do they appreciate that
the food people ate was
different because of the
availability of different
sources of food?

Do they appreciate that the
early Brits would not have
communicated as we do or
have eaten as we do?

Focus 2 – How will reading be
integrated into your topic:

How will you use the school grounds
during your unit?

Class Book – The Roman
Mysteries, Catherine Laurence.

Class mosaic.
Roman meal (little kitchen).
Roman invasion dance (hall).
Roman soldier drills (playing field)

Our Teaching should:
E - Enthuse
E - Engage
E - Enable
E - Excel

